DEAD EDITORIAL

Now I am sitting here, trying to write an editorial that no one really wants to read anyway... ok, I just try to snoop out some words that make some sense... first of all I wanna thank everyone that has ordered this issue. All the bands that have sent me stuff. No matter if I liked the ones or not, thank you for believing in my zine! I really appreciate it. I will have noticed that I keep the same style of layout out. The problem is, If I would try to be more creative, the whole idea for criticism some times is that CIRCLE OF THE DEAD is not a music zine, it's a music zine, this was so in the very beginning and I suppose it will stay so till when the bands don't changed the layout out. It wouldn't be the same, and anyway, it is my zine, so why the hell should I do anything against me. If there is someone who is offended by this lay out, then haul the zine to the nearest comic shop and show this zine to the people, I don't force anyone to read and like it, am I?

One thing pleases me, that might be the only way to is that I sell out the back, with the reason that they are either totally boring or just plain crap, and it makes me wonder why these bands have released something like this at all. Ok, I cannot believe someone for making boring music, but stuff like the infamous PHANTOM IS just too much to bare. OK, this MIDI shit, I wear, there are so many bands around that really make some good music, like PHANTOM IS have released something like this at all. On, of course I can believe someone for making boring music, but stuff like the infamous PHANTOM IS is just too much to bare.

FIRST of all, I hate this and I am sorry about this. My gunman Steve and I decided to keep this issue and just let re tell ya again the prices: DM 5,00(Germany, and the others playfully: DM 1), US $ 1 elsewhere or a zine in trade.

C.O.T.D., Kloppe 4,
56514 Frohnsen,
GERMANY.

Rel. date: 10th of Febr. 1992

MANOS - Stuck up
One more release by Poseyslaughter Rec. Fuck, this is the same old story... Get up, if you want to live... this issue is no more good, this is the same old story. I thought that the last issue was no more good, this is the same old story. No more, play a bike between grind and death, it isn't really pure grind as they integrate a lot of slow parts where they play death metal, not just grind all the way. Anyway, when makes them go so back in the face that they never play boring or bad music, in fact all of their stuff sounds awesome. They put a lot of ideas into their stuff, which makes it sound so far better than those "I, 2, 3, let's got grindcore". They always come up with great riffarrifa and it is so to listen to them. The production is very good, too, the guitar could maybe be a bit sharper, but overall the sound is very good. You can hear every instrument very clearly - which is very important for a zine like this. They sound awesome and they also sound good. OK, if you want to hear brutal extreme music that grinds but still is a bit more than a grindcore then I recommend you to all of them. Check out the flyer at the left, and order your copy now.

DEAD - comp. track
This track (Far Beyond Your Imagination) is supposed to be featured on a comp. that somebody, don't know exactly. Well, I reviewed the "DEAD" and far beyond this stage, with a very good production, congratulation guys, and this sound really great. The vocals remind me of a bit old GRAVE, but what purisied a bit is how similar they sound to OBIT (on last year's grindcore) - stronger! Another great track, to keep it short, a band worth keeping your ears on! For more info write to Poseyslaughter Rec. or to DEAD, c/o dead files, 19936 Hamburg, DE 201, (OK) - AMD Arm- berg, GERMANY. I assure there has to be an interview them in the future issue...!!!

5-track ep TECHNO-GRIND limited edition – 1000 copies in grey-blue marbled vinyl

by:

POSEYSLAUGHTER RECORDS
P.O.Box 41 (O)-1017 BERLIN/PA 18 GERMANY

NO RIP-OFF!!!

Zines, Comp. manalcs send a blank tape

HARMONI OF CEMETERY #1 zine

Hello there, wanna see my험무군homepage? hehne, what in wearing hummer? I suppose this must be the biggest hit of all the internet of the world... when you hear next readers for this magazine, I was getting silly now. Cut that crap. I just write for me guys, and I don't want to talk with you called...guess...yeah, HARMONI OF CEMETERY! That is the reason for keeping this in the beginning away, I think this is a very good zine, not very gory, but there is one of the best I got. It is written in English and has features interviews with новый временем, DEATH GRIND, PARISBURG, DISGRACE, PARIUS LAW etc. The interviews are so good that you can read the whole issue come out in any way. The reviews should not be so positive all the time, but they are everywhere and they are a lot of good. Dealing in 3 to 1, so you know what to do...yes, take a pen and paper, write your ideas and you will get a lot of ideas. And if of your godly stuff, include the money and send to: HARMONI OF CEMETERY, wagonette 6 0 2, 20708 Karisie, FINLAND. And they got a lot of stuff, but if you got one for your soul... good, have a great day.

K.D.O #1 zine

Sorry, I found this zine somewhere and had nobody ever mentioned this band before. Well, all the zines featured in C.O.T.D. new one is again in this issue. So all this first issue features hardcore bands. "ancient relics, devastational, eternal cirge, halpeal, after the death". I know so many bands from this years and sibes, but the reviews are not that informative, too bad. Just the day before I had the day out is quite good. I think we could maybe talked about the tape and the way... oh, no, C.O.T.D. new issue #2 was the best. I don't think, but the price is 3,5 DM which I would say is too cheap. I should send them some ideas to bare, as it is no bad idea to have some generation in here. I wondered where this zine is coming from. Want to receive this, sweedensea 128/07, 97-3929 stockholm, SWEDEN.

I WANT TO HELP, FINALLY!

I want to bury a Day Or Girl in (Country)

Name:

City:

State:

Zip:

Mail today to:

BURZUM

is up in a manner fit on deathlike science sound. A recent variant depressive black metal. Insanely sad from another country. The first side is available...

BURZUM

gnaw, gnaw, gnaw

for, for, for, for, for, for.

Are you a sinner?

Does the pope fuck little bassets?

Are you a sinner?

Do not hallucinate.
DISCOT - DISCOT do I Home
Yes, we finally received a copy from the very hotel floor. This is a brass skull death metal tape which really knocks you off your feet. Considering this is their first tape, you just have to say: I gotta have it. If you're a death metal junkie, you just have to buy this tape. The front cover comes right out of any horror movie poster on children, and the you can compare a little with KISS, in one of the vocals. After The Icon into the infernal regions, I just can't say this was a gamble, in my opinion, to say about this tape. Interested? The address is of course: VINCE HOBMANN, Headquaters, 29, 248 TO Alpha Aid, HOLLAND. The price is €10.00.

Tawn

ABACATE - Out Of The System do I
Listen up and listen hard. This tape is an absolute must. This is one of the best tapes I heard this year. This Dutch Death Metal band has reached a certain point through wounds have only brought one deep and I already say that they just have to be heard. We also have a deal, why not ABACATE? I mentioned DINKDOM [Electronic-Industrial] because these bands mean perfectly with each other and, besides, because I am a huge fan of Mushroomhead (one of my favorites) and Life Is A Game (another one again) and 4 More Songs. There is absolutely nothing negative about ABACATE. I would even say that this tape, or if you are not worth taking co, or even living, come straight, Iberia, 19, 7111 AM WI - oxidovaine, HOLLAND. Tawn

Nota: We have sent a lot of shit, but we are still waiting for the real one.

Tawn

WILL YOU SAY YOU HAVE TO BE SICK TO PLAY DEATHMETAL? Yes, you have to be at least everything you want to do. This means, you have to have a strong connect with the music. After 3-4 years, I think this way you can come from the inside. If it is the same way you think the DEATH METAL TEND, you think that there are no rules. This isn't the DEATH METAL TEND, to how you do death metal.

I think everything and nothing about this. There are all kinds of people that think that the death metal is just a happiness. Some of them are only a happiness. These people get caught in their own traps. As they think way, theycreate a counter-trend. As you see, it is a very wide trend. I am not saying that I disagree with them.

NOTE: We saw some death metal bands, like KILLING SADNESS, KILLING SADNESS, KILLING SADNESS, KILLING SADNESS.

Tawn

Would you like to see a new song of the death metal band. This is the new song of the FUTURE. I think it's a good song. I got a new album of the band. I think it's a very good band. I heard one song from the album and I think it's a very good song. I think it's a very good album. The band is called "The Other Side" and the album is called "The Other Side."

Tawn

Tawn

DEATH METAL - Beyond the real

This band is from Sweden... and surprise surprise they do sound like DEATHMETAL. I thought that these are still Swedish Death Metal bands trying not to sound like KILLING SADNESS, but they didn't even record in such a studio. How strange?NERDY are worthy of the praise but 90.00 the time, this means extreme deathmetal with some grandpas (it's really the drums that play fast then and not the guitar) of course the all-lower harmonics... the results might not be so that original but you simply cannot compare the original style (always keep the crisp line of this style). It is a good album.

Tawn

Tawn
TEEN SATANISM

It’s not just ‘a harmless bit of fun’

SEPULCHRAL - INTERNAL DECAPITATION DEMO

This is a French deathmetal band that plays hardcore, sludge, and grooves that would scare any band. The vocals are so intense, the songs are so heavy, and the overall sound is so raw that you can’t help but be impressed. This demo is a must-listen for any fan of deathmetal.

EVEN MORE SATANIC - SATANIC FESTIVAL DEMO

EVEN MORE SATANIC is a Canadian deathmetal band that plays fast-paced, heavy music with a strong emphasis on the satanic theme. The vocals are growled and screamed, and the guitar riffs are sharp and aggressive. This demo is a great introduction to the band’s sound and is a must-listen for fans of deathmetal.

LETHAL PRAYER - REVENGE

This is a heavy, fast-paced deathmetal band that plays with a lot of energy and intensity. The vocals are growled and screamed, and the guitar riffs are sharp and aggressive. This demo is a great introduction to the band’s sound and is a must-listen for fans of deathmetal.

The Pain of the Cross

This American band delivers the goods with their latest release, which is easily one of their best yet. "Wound" has a strong, heavy sound with melodic guitar riffs and powerful vocals. The song is about the pain of love and loss, and it is delivered with emotion and intensity.

GRINDCORE PARADISO - "FROM SELFISHNESS TO SELFLESSNESS"

GRINDCORE PARADISO is a band that plays grindcore, a genre of extreme metal that is characterized by fast tempos, aggressive vocals, and intense guitar riffs. This album is the band’s most experimental yet, with a mix of different styles and influences. The songs are short and intense, with a strong emphasis on the grindcore sound.
BEYOND BELIEF
Beyound Belief is the long awaited debut album from the Dutch band, consisting of the usual line-up of Willem, Koen, Jeroen, Gijs and Kees. Gin, The Netherlands.

INSANITY
In Search Of Reason

When a nice sound, it really does surprise me to hear so many well-produced demos nowadays. This band is no exception, and the sound on this tape is very good.. On, let us hope to the music. INSANITY play good 'n' guttering noise, the vocals could have been a bit better, but otherwise this tape is well worth listening to and let me tell ya that this is a good band, which is not seen before but now with a great sound. Let me listen to this tape and then I say it is a great mistake to contact this band (as is often I do not know the phone numbers). Write to INSANITY, c/o George A. Zibbee, Rado, LOW, 8422 B, Algemene Commissar, Fortaleza, C.E.

BEHIND THE WALL
item
item

DELIURIA - 222000h
45s, a very energetic album, it is not to DELIRIUM from the Netherlands and play the single title, hardly any really fast parts are there. The production is very good, except for the lack of bass, no low power; and the vocals remind me of the old ABYSS. In a very hot and obscure. My favoritest 3, it was a very nice album. I have liked it, but when I have to listen to it now, it is a very hot and obscure. I am not sure this is the right price for an album, at least I think this one wasn't really necessary. sorry dadies!!

GROTESQUE - Inauguration Mailing

On my way, we are in for some insane brutal and technical deathmetal. GROTESQUE (J.P. I play some of the most technical deathmetal I know, without losing the slightest bit of POWER. In fact it sounds so brutal that it almost outshines these words. A very good song, I dig this evil bass solo. The rhythm section is without doubt the best with these vocals. Some keyboards which they've used sound so nice. Insane. I think this record is, I think that is. GROTESQUE has possessed me, or else I can't understand my feelings while listening to this music. The vocals are very intense, the guitars are very fast, the drumming is brutal and everything is perfect. The mixing is also very well done. I really like this album a lot. I'm sure this band will have a bright future. I think that this is the right price for an album. I can only remember it was pretty high, soo or less.

DECEASED - 3 Seared Souls

DECEASED is a band which I used to listen to a lot in the past. They were very good at the time, and I should try to keep listening to this band. The vocals sound a bit coarse, and the music is not very good. I think they were happy when they heard the music, but unfortunately, they did not get the sound they were looking for. Now, I think this band will have a bright future. I would recommend it to the readers to check out the band and listen to their music. The price for this tape is $6, for 10 tracks - who's up for it? Instructions: $2 PAID NAZARENE, 2 MCD, ZUKE, Fruktavansk, 49, 08251, FINLAND. You should also try 4 of the songs on this album. Look out for this one as well!

MORTIISH - June

The band plays what I would call DEATHTHRASH, it is more brutal than anything I have heard, not really DEATHMETAL. I think the vocals are not that brutal. The music is not really DEATHMETAL either, but more like a DEATHTHRASH band. It is a decent (not great either), but the music is more or less ordinary stuff. I don't think this band could have missed it, you know? Not really sure if the vocals are too soft when they reduce the speed it sounds good, but not really DEATHMETAL. It sounds more like the rhythm section which is more or less a redundant rhythm section and they would be a lot better off being a deathmetal band. It is a very hot and obscure. Some people might say it is special, perhaps the next album will be better - I hope so. You can buy this tape from: Vivian Antonio, 5501, Brazil. For the price of $150.

The Christian faith from the back song, is sacrifice: the sacrifice of the freedom, the freedom of our spirit; it is at the same time the subject of our sacrifice, a self-sacrifice, and self-mutilation.

Friedrich Nietzsche

Beyond Good and Evil (1886)

Sir, this is a pretty good band, and the music is very good. I think they should be more known. I am not sure if the vocals are too soft when they reduce the speed it sounds good, but not really DEATHMETAL. It sounds more like the rhythm section which is more or less a redundant rhythm section and they would be a lot better off being a deathmetal band. It is a very hot and obscure. Some people might say it is special, perhaps the next album will be better - I hope so. You can buy this tape from: Vivian Antonio, 5501, Brazil. For the price of $150.

Sir, this is a pretty good band, and the music is very good. I think they should be more known. I am not sure if the vocals are too soft when they reduce the speed it sounds good, but not really DEATHMETAL. It sounds more like the rhythm section which is more or less a redundant rhythm section and they would be a lot better off being a deathmetal band. It is a very hot and obscure. Some people might say it is special, perhaps the next album will be better - I hope so. You can buy this tape from: Vivian Antonio, 5501, Brazil. For the price of $150.
**Death by crucifixion**

is one of the most horrible forms of execution ever devised by man. In the ancient world readers of the Gospels saw a painfully vivid picture when they read, "...and they crucified him."  

A crucified criminal was forced to endure a slow death by suffocation, brought on by the weight of his own body. When he was outstretched and fastened, his body by nails to the cross, his hands and arms supported most of the weight of his body. His chest cavity was pulled upward and outward, making it difficult to breathe and then draw in a fresh breath.  

When the longer for oxygen became intolerable, he would push himself up with his feet to give support to the weight of his body, releasing some of the weight from his chest and enabling him to breathe. But this was only possible because it required putting the body's weight on the nails holding his hands rather than him hanging upward on the nails driven through his wrists or hands. Pain would shoot through the nerves of the arms and legs. 

Ancient writers commented on the horrors of crucifixion. In 70 B.C., Cicero called it a "cruel penalty," in which "the victim died in pain and agony." It was "the worst form of the tortures inflicted upon slaves, and forbidden for Roman citizens."  

And Seneca spoke of a crucified man "drawing the breath of life amid long drawn-out agony."  

Sometimes crucified men would die in several hours after crucifixion. 

"Because it was the day of preparation, so the bodies should not remain on the cross overnight (for that Sabbath was a high day)," (the Jews) asked Pilate that their legs might be broken, and that they might die quickly. 

Jesus, however, died first, therefore, and broke the legs of the first man, and of the other man who was crucified with him; but concerning Jesus, the Scripture said that He was already dead, they did not break His legs."  

Jesus is power  

He said most of the kids who practice Satanism are smart and clever, but they don’t necessarily come from troubled or broken homes.

**SCENE REPORT**

**FREDERICK CT.**  

Six-year-old Derek Taylor was believed he had sold his soul to the devil.  

"He believes that on the evening of Feb. 5, Satan came to him in a blue light and told him it was time to collect his soul and that if he didn't go then Satan would come back after him or after one of the family members," recalled Steve Taylor, Derek’s father, at the start of a conference board on Satanism and the occult.  

Two days later Derek Taylor shot himself in the mouth, leaving his bewildered family and a confused note about eternity in hell.

Life and the stars of Lower Sackville, N.S., have since founded People Against Satanism. A group of women and have travelled the Maritime warning that Satanistic cults do exist, and are passionately denounced.  

The Taylors are among 300 parents, teachers, police officers, and others who have participated in conferences on how adolescents are particularly affected by the occult.

No end to it  

The main resource person for the season is Earl Hill, an expert on Satanism with the St. Francis Medical Centre in Pittsburgh.

**FREDERICK CT.**  

Six-year-old Derek Taylor was believed he had sold his soul to the devil.  

"He believes that on the evening of Feb. 5, Satan came to him in a blue light and told him it was time to collect his soul and that if he didn't go then Satan would come back after him or after one of the family members," recalled Steve Taylor, Derek’s father, at the start of a conference board on Satanism and the occult.  

Two days later Derek Taylor shot himself in the mouth, leaving his bewildered family and a confused note about eternity in hell.

**FACT OF LIFE**

The conference was organized by local educators Pam Hurlburt and Ron McIlwhin, who are convinced Satanistic cults are a widespread and growing problem in the Maritimes.  

In honor of Satanism, a fact of life throughout the United States, is an activity that appears especially to adolescents, is a serious threat to school identity, belonging and power.  

Hill said all the covers he has encountered are also ready suppliers of drugs, alcohol and sex. They can also be violent, and various groups practice wiccan rituals involving human and animal mutilation and possibly even murder.
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"My feeling as a Christian point to my Lord and Savior as a fighter."

Adolf Hitler

Hi there, whoever may read these lines! Well, I suppose you have already noticed that this zone is for death and death metal. I am not sure, but I think people will cry when they read this, and they are children of black slumber on Finland!!! IMPSNAZIRE play hyper-speed black/deathmetal, with great vocals and a superb guitar sound. IMPSNAZIRE is a band that I believe to be very good, and I have enjoyed their music very much.𝒜MON 🔢 workshop online once again... and, hey, this zone is not for having nice pictures in it, you know that... this zone is for death metal and death metal only. So, IMPSNAZIRE is the band for you. Read this interview and contact them. You won't be disappointed!

HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE IN A BAND, PLAYING DEATH METAL DEATH METAL? COULD YOU DESCRIBE SOMETHING Else...

Milkeboom: "As far as I am concerned, it's a normal thing. It's not like I've been in a band since I was 12 or 13, so it's nothing special."

Me: "I don't know, but I've been in several bands, and I think it's special."

Another band that has been mentioned is INWOOLNIGHT. How do you compare to them?

Milkeboom: "Well, I don't know. I can only compare to bands I've heard."

Me: "You mean like..."

Milkeboom: "Yeah, like that."

Is there any other band you feel your band is better than?

Milkeboom: "I don't know. I don't feel like comparing us to other bands."

Me: "I see."

What is the biggest concert you've been to?

Milkeboom: "I don't know. I haven't been to many concerts."

Me: "I see."

What do you think is the future of death metal?

Milkeboom: "I don't know. I don't follow trends."
Sometimes there are bands that release albums and then disappear during the next 20 years. In the rock world, you could throw them a bunch of dimes and they'd still fail. Probably, these are the best bands that are active for years and years. These are the bands that have a good sound and a great relationship with their parents. These are the bands that have sold more than 50 million albums. These are the bands that have sold more than 50 million albums. These are the bands that have sold more than 50 million albums. These are the bands that have sold more than 50 million albums. These are the bands that have sold more than 50 million albums.
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Why did the young man spit upon the cross? He did it for love.

HOLY SHIT - now we have to face some ultrafascist blasphemous death metal that’s more fun than the real punishment. I guess we can’t just ignore this kind of music any more. The bands will just keep on bringing us more and more new sounds that challenge our perceptions of reality. It’s a real struggle, but I’m willing to take on this challenge.

IMPALED NAZMÉ - Taq 68 Do Hz 4-13g

When I heard about the new album by IMPALED NAZMÉ, I was excited to see what they were up to. I’ve always been a fan of their previous work, and I was eager to hear what they had in store for us this time.

Singles: Church of Satan
-
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FREE MOVE Wanted...

I'm afraid our great lord Satan hasn't had much impact on the world since the 1960s. He seems to be ignoring the recent university being very influential into the soul. The last few decades have seen a resurgence of PLEASANT VALLEY and now, the CHARADE is even being addressed in public. The next step will be to use the CHAMPS system to create a new generation of PLEASANT VILLAGE and then to address the CITY OF PLEASANT VALLEY.

There are also several other possibilities. The CHARADE and the CITY OF PLEASANT VALLEY could be addressed in the near future.

I'm sure that these developments will be of great interest to you.

Best regards,

[Signature]

[Date]
I just want to get one thing across: I do not believe in the existence of any god or devil, just the idea of Satan, being an unknown figure who dares to defile the ruling powers and is able to create a revolution. I think we need more of these people, not just sheep that follow some leaders, but people like you and I, and I hope we can understand each other better. Let’s stand together against any other element’s ideas and ideals.

P.S. Any kind of letter concerning this topic are more than welcome. Let’s keep on doing it, ok? Now, out the crap, enjoy the Luna and Molotov Satan!!!

\[\textit{NeoPhatstic} \]

DO YOU THINK THAT DEATH METAL IS IN SOME WAY "EVIL"?

No! Death metal is only a kind of music, if there is no music, there is nothing to comment on. Death metal can be misunderstood by many people, but nobody can say it is evil! Everybody can speak about evil and demons without playing any music. There is a saying that says, "some say that music is a reflection of the soul, so there are no actual things in it."

DO YOU THINK THAT DEATH METAL CAN BE USEFUL IN DEATH METAL, OR DO YOU THINK THAT EVERYTHING HAS BEEN USED IN DEATH METAL?

Some say that death metal was only a kind of music, like DEATH, SLAUGHTER, etc., it was brutal and now it is a kind of metal like NIGHTMARE, PARADISE LOST, CATHEDRAL, DIMENSION SHADES that play more metal than death metal. I use a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp, and an American guitar. I play a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp and also an American metal guitar. I use Danelectro and a Marshall amp, I use the heavy metal sound, and an equalizer also uses a LIMES drum with some PEARL and acoustics.

HOW IS YOUR DISTRIBUTION SERVICE RIGHT NOW?

It is very difficult to distribute records. People are too picky and they do not want to buy stuff. I would give their money to buy stuff, in advance so bands can sell their cassettes, CDs, etc. We have to talk more about music. Two guitarists are the hearts of SEPULTURA.

DO YOU CONSIDER 2 GUITARISTS TO BE VERY IMPORTANT FOR YOUR BAND, OR COULD YOU PLAY WITH ONE?

It is impossible to find a second guitarist. In the beginning, I was very young and had no experience. I was very old to find someone that a real Christian has to love and be with. I can name the people that made this band, but I am too old to play with them. I am the master of our band and we can’t find another one.

DO YOU THINK THAT DEATH METAL IS SOME KIND OF "EVIL"?

No! Death metal is only a kind of music, if there is no music, there is nothing to comment on. Death metal can be misunderstood by many people, but nobody can say it is evil! Everybody can speak about evil and demons without playing any music. There is a saying that says, "some say that music is a reflection of the soul, so there are no actual things in it."
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Some say that death metal was only a kind of music, like DEATH, SLAUGHTER, etc., it was brutal and now it is a kind of metal like NIGHTMARE, PARADISE LOST, CATHEDRAL, DIMENSION SHADES that play more metal than death metal. I use a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp, and an American guitar. I play a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp and also an American metal guitar. I use Danelectro and a Marshall amp, I use the heavy metal sound, and an equalizer also uses a LIMES drum with some PEARL and acoustics.

HOW IS YOUR DISTRIBUTION SERVICE RIGHT NOW?

It is very difficult to distribute records. People are too picky and they do not want to buy stuff. I would give their money to buy stuff, in advance so bands can sell their cassettes, CDs, etc. We have to talk more about music. Two guitarists are the hearts of SEPULTURA.

DO YOU CONSIDER 2 GUITARISTS TO BE VERY IMPORTANT FOR YOUR BAND, OR COULD YOU PLAY WITH ONE?

It is impossible to find a second guitarist. In the beginning, I was very young and had no experience. I was very old to find someone that a real Christian has to love and be with. I can name the people that made this band, but I am too old to play with them. I am the master of our band and we can’t find another one.
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Some say that death metal was only a kind of music, like DEATH, SLAUGHTER, etc., it was brutal and now it is a kind of metal like NIGHTMARE, PARADISE LOST, CATHEDRAL, DIMENSION SHADES that play more metal than death metal. I use a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp, and an American guitar. I play a B.C. Rich "Heritage" guitar, Marshall amp and also an American metal guitar. I use Danelectro and a Marshall amp, I use the heavy metal sound, and an equalizer also uses a LIMES drum with some PEARL and acoustics.

HOW IS YOUR DISTRIBUTION SERVICE RIGHT NOW?

It is very difficult to distribute records. People are too picky and they do not want to buy stuff. I would give their money to buy stuff, in advance so bands can sell their cassettes, CDs, etc. We have to talk more about music. Two guitarists are the hearts of SEPULTURA.

DO YOU CONSIDER 2 GUITARISTS TO BE VERY IMPORTANT FOR YOUR BAND, OR COULD YOU PLAY WITH ONE?

It is impossible to find a second guitarist. In the beginning, I was very young and had no experience. I was very old to find someone that a real Christian has to love and be with. I can name the people that made this band, but I am too old to play with them. I am the master of our band and we can’t find another one.
Covent Garden

The GATHERING - Dancing Ashes demo
Nowadays guitar may not be the only thing left. But it's hard to imagine that the world would be different without it. Guitar has always been a symbol of freedom and expression, and it's been a mirror of the times. It's hard to imagine a world without guitar. The GATHERING is a band from the United Kingdom. Their demo, Dancing Ashes, is a collection of songs that showcase their musical talent. The demo includes a variety of styles, from heavy metal to progressive rock.

APATHE - Satan de Crulwz demo
Sorry, but I am not sure about the demo tracks. Please provide more information about the demo. I am unable to provide a list of demo tracks.

It seems we have a range of musical interests, from The GATHERING to ASPATHE. Music is a powerful medium that can evoke a wide range of emotions and experiences. Thank you for sharing your demo with me. I hope it brings you the same joy and inspiration it has for me.
HAIL SATAN!

Hello you unholy gothicheads, you bald grannies, blunderbusses and evil-smelling cusses, here is an interview for you!!! Yeah, the mighty BEMETRIT has answered our questionnaires and done an interview with the D.J. of a local metal radio show, as well as some other internal chat with Malwinitus (a.g.), you all know BEMETRIT. He has their current act on the album... well, what a rip off of Turbo Rec. It was old in the Eighties on side 2, but what the fuck, this band is sick, insane deathmetal with a massive groove/individuals (if you couldn't know their sound was just from bands you read that magazine!!!) they've never even seen it. (You don't think they do that anymore?)

I GUESS IT IS THAT THE VOKALS + BASS, OR - WHAT SORT OF BAND DO YOU PLAY?
BJ: Dark and our basic sound is about it. Hel, imagine how good bass he has.

B.C. REICH GUITARIST THOUGHTS PRETTY FAR OUT AMONG THE THROUGH/DEATH METAL MUSICIANSHIP.

B.E.: Yes. If it sounds better than my own...

DO YOU USE EFFECTS ON THE VOCALS? AVOCID?
BJ: No...to be honest, that way it's just some reverberation.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR REPROD? A LOT OF BANDS HAVE PROBLEMS WITH IT.
BJ: No...I really can't see them anymore.

THE REAL BLACK METAL BANDS ??? WHICH ONES DO YOU LIKE AND WHY?
BJ: A.L.U.K. is far away from satanism! Wearing inverted crosses is just anarchy against the Zionist church, nothing else. A true satanist is a person who has his own god.

IS THERE ANY PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP TO SATANISM IN THIS BAND?
BJ: No...I rather think you're high on drugs.

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ABOUT ALL THESE SWEDISH BANDS RECORDING IN BOSTON? IS IT GOOD OR BAD?
BJ: Well, I have the right record where he wants. The studio is good and so are the songs. But it doesn't work as well. Now, be free and think...

WHAT IS THE BEST BAND TO Fecha AND THE BAND YOU CAN'T STAND TO Fecha AND THE BAND YOU CAN'T STAND?
BJ: Well, the good bands can't work as well. Now, be free and think...

THE BEST (AND STILL IS) A BAND OF SWEDISH BANDS, COULDN'T WE JUST HAVE OUR OWN TAPING TOWN?
BJ: Yes, I have been in jail or some - where deep in underground. No, this is not the case. I think they will lack it.

ANY OF YOUR BUSINESS NAME IS LAOUND OF ME AND SOMEBODY ELSE?

DON'T YOU THINK YOU CAN CO-LOCALIZE WITH THE CHURCH IN YOUR CITY, WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM??
BJ: I don't live in Rome...I love my country. No, there are no problems. Do you want to know what's the biggest problem? I think you understand.

TIME TO CALL IT A DAY, RAFAEL ALL? WHAT ARE YOU THINKING?
BJ: I think we'll go on tour, and then we'll see, we'll go on tour, and then we'll see...

WHAT ARE YOU LIKING MOST OF ALL?
BJ: Well, I have the right record where he wants. The studio is good and so are the songs. But it doesn't work as well. Now, be free and think...

WHAT ARE YOUR GROSS LIKES? DO YOU HAVE A GOOD STATE - ACTING?
BJ: Well, I have the right record where he wants. The studio is good and so are the songs. But it doesn't work as well. Now, be free and think...

DO YOU GET ANY JEWISH INFLUENCES AT ALL? IS IT JUST "ONLY HEADING UPWARDS IS REAL" BLOOD, OR WHAT?
BJ: Yes, the way you were told before the interview, "Oh, on the way, many who interesting for - critical questions!!!"

OK, let me tell you what happened...I have actually been told this story by someone from the ancient metals, who is a friend of mine...I remember used to call him and we're very fast by speaking in some weird "monster" voices etc. and even we got this phone - call from the musician (who seemingly spoke in a rather strange way, too), was very excitedly naughty and said in Flemish "Goodbye, you escape, cut that..."

BJ: Oh, I know it is true.

OK, that was the end of this interview. I have enjoyed it...if you want to contact BEMETRIT, you have a few addresses of Turko music, which is Geissel 37 73656 Galsenborn, Germany.

D.V.L. are an incredible grinding death band from Germany, on their first demo they play some very fast stuff and go back to the basics of deathmetal or something like that, totally deep and reeling vocals and excellent sound quality...this killer! How the band will be released as a single, reason enough for me to get an interview with B.J., the bass-player.

DO YOU DECIDE TO FORM A BAND?
BJ: No, we had a few ideas of forming a band some months back.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE CURRENT LINE-UP, OR IS IT A CHANGE CLOSE AT HAND?
BJ: Yes, and nothing. I think, will change at this. (Malwinitus, Andreas - Lex & Maha - G)

DO YOU THINK THERE'S YOUR OUTLOOK? WILL IT BE ANY DIFFERENT?
BJ: No, it will be a lot different.

DO YOU HOW CAN YOU MAKE IT TO SUCH VOKALS? (BELIEVE ME, THE VOCALS ON THE DEMO SOUND INCREASINGLY BRUTAL...)
BJ: Well, I am still very young, ISN'T IT?- DOES HE USE ANY EFFECTS?
BJ: Yes, there are still some effects recorded without any effects that alter the voice - only a little reverb, has been used to do this.

SOME GUITARRISTS USE TO RECORD A HARMONICIZER TO MAKE THEIR VOICES SOUND MORE EXTREME...IS THIS SOMETH D.U. BUT IS THIS JUST A FEELING TO MAKE THE Counter-question: do you call it a chefsing when the guitarist makes a distortion pedal or an equallizer? On our future recordings we will very likely...

BJ: I really don't know on it just has to be there. You will keep that coming in your records, or why you going to play in a DEATHMETAL WAY. We have no problems with any of that. All in all something will change.

WINTER HAS COME AND PLAY DEATHMETAL, WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ON THAT? IS IT A NATURAL EVOLUTION OR UMBRELLA OF DIFFERENT METAL STYLES?
BJ: Only, because some bands now play different music than before, and of course, it can be called commercial - now, how the current scene look like if not. Where have you recorded your DEMO AND THE ???

The recordings for the demo and the 7" are identic: It was recorded at the "Kalle in the wall" studios in August.

THE SINGLE, WHEN WILL IT COME OUT AND WHICH SONGS WILL BE ON IT??
BJ: The single will be released March 26th, it contains the following tracks: "Vixens" "Seabed" "Attila" and "Emotional Prostitution".

DOES A FRIEND OF MINE HAVE ANY PROBLEMS ABOUT GETTING GIGS IN THE COUNTRY AT HO DO YOU KNOW IT.

There had been problems. You could only get in concerts if you had made a public announcement you had a musical classification, and get you it if you seemed like it. But we didn't expect that you had a lot of problems to experience this kind of problems ourselves. Are you not in foreign bands recording and the EAST OF GERMANY, OR DO YOU PROFIT FROM ANY KIND OF BANSH?

I believe that even the greatest bonus doesn't help you if you're music is primitive and unoriginal.

DO YOU THINK IT IS A BAD IDEA?

There are many, ENLANGED, TSLAHIRED, LIMTED IN VISION, AND DEMBERITY.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF BANDS LIKE BLASHERMET AND B.E. METAL, AS WELL AS THE ???
BJ: The music in itself is pretty funny. It - blyrics don't turn me on, as I do not believe in B.E. or Levitan. But I hate sleeping on my ass like this. OK, LEST I MUST BE STILL TO SCHOOL, DON'T YOU? NOW I WAS THE REINCARNATION FOR YOU, ESPECIALLY THINKING OF THE CHANGE OF SYSTEMS THAT WENT MUND IN THE LAST 10 YEARS.

Overall, music has changed to the better side, everything has become more intense and so do the cool.

Well, a rather short interview, but the next question is surely a great band to interview, you should definitely keep an eye on anyone into brutal grinding deathmetal or other similar. Respect to all the greats.

Finally, I wish you all the best.

VINYL • DEMO • ZINE DISTRIBUTION

Send samples, prices, and information. We'll get back to you with all details. Everything that comes in gets reviewed in BALANCE OF TERROR zine. Don't miss out on the ultimate exposure...send your sample in now!

- FRED, GERMANIA -
- BALANCE OF TERROR -
- VICTORIA B.C., CANADA -
- REV-332

- VOLUME 10 -
- NO3.00.

- VINYL
- DEMO
- ZINE

- B.O.T.
Blasphemous Tales of Death

Now, we C.O.T.I.M. is a death-black metal zine, what could fit better than some witches for this issue?! So, we got some help from the witches of HECATE - guitarists of Witches from France, a great thrashmetal band! In our issue 001, we have two girls and two guys. We have some problems to find only girls, but we are still determined to find, especially motivated ones! As for now, we have the entire lineup has been changed, do you think that Witches are still the same band? We need to find out! And here is the lineup:

THE MOUTH OF HELL HAS BEEN OPEN IN PGG ONCE AGAIN TO RELEASE BLASPHEMOUS TALES OF DEATH!

The Brand New Shirt
Rotting Christ

Is Out for 145$ Great Quality!
Black Shirts
All Orders Boxed
Just in Time.

C/O - MULTILOR
DELSMOS 2
M. IONIA 142 31
ATHENS GREECE
LEGION OF DOOM - Book open

This dud took me not to slag off this demo as they feel it isn’t that good, and that I should write a good review to let it be known... 

LEGION OF DOOM
California
D.O. 1992

DEMOLITION HAMMER - Sidearm of Violence LP

I suppose/hope you are a guy (like me) that doesn’t enjoy anything more than mutilating all over DEATH’S legendary Treasure Kill album. I mean, do you get your kicks when you listen to relentlessly brutal fast deathmetal? Stuff that really kicks you balls off, and a vulgar singer? Really good production? To keep it simple, what all you need for a killer album? Then get a copy of this album, it is called DEMOLITION HAMMER and this band, and this album (released by Century Media once again in a half of a monsterpiece, without any doubt, a release for all you death-thrashers out there! Just for you for a short time all this standard metalcore that you hear so often nowadays, and get into some goofy stuft, GREAT! 

DESTATED COMPIlation VOl. 1

Recently, I heard about the high quality of the tapes released by Friedman Prod., but I was still surprised when I received my copy of this compilation tape. I mean, it does not happen that often when you get a decent tape, a list of all the addresses of the bands, a cover, etc. This compilation is like a gift for the bands, in a way you get 23 deathmetal bands, all of them contributing to the compilation. I mean, how many compilations do you hear so professional and great you don’t have to do a mixture with this compilation? Some of the bands, like Jannel, Stamm, Old Funeral, Avariance, Abrasion, Goblems... are more. I can just say, if you send it $5 to UNKNOW Prod., P.O. Box 39, 20000 Madrid, SPAIN, you will get a great tape. Don’t miss it!!!


**BRUTAL ENEMY - Environmental Infection**

Another omission metal band from the US. A quite good one, but I have to say something about the record. The band is really good stuff, but unfortunately the soundquality is not that good. But the band is really worth listening to, as well as the vocals. OK, the sound is not perfect, but the band is really good stuff, but I believe that we should to the band more justice if they are in the same position. The drums are really good stuff, but the other instruments don't really shine. The band is probably one of the best on this tape.

**CREPICI - Festival Of Death demo**

Another US-band, more death metal stuff, as usual. (??), yes, I'm sure there is some good stuff on this tape, but I don't think that we should buy this tape. Not that the band is bad, but I just want to be fair. These bands are probably better stuff that can be bought on a new tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**CRASHING OCEANS - The Dying Race album**

This band is not very good, and it's not very interesting. I don't think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to the band again. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**EISENWERK - Advent & Oblivion**

I got this tape from my local WASTE RECS, and I think that this tape is not very good. I don't know what you should do, but I think that you should buy a new tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to the band again. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**GORESPEARL - Ground Movement**

Another band on my WASTE R.E.C.S. list. I have heard some other bands that I think are quite good. They are quite good, but I don't think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**DESPAIR - Beyond Xmas album**

One more album on CENTURY MEDIA REC., this time the German thrash band DEFLAIR. I was really impressed by their new album. They have a really good sound, and they have a lot of power. They are a really good band, and I think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**DWENT - The Satanitic Empire**

This is a really good band, and I think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**NECRONAUTA - Black Satanic demo**

Well, this is something interesting. If you all should know, Anton Lavey is the head of the CHURCH OF SATAN, and he is a huge figure in the satanic subculture. He is a great figure, and I think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**UNDEAD TERROR - Social Death**

Another Spanish band that I have heard a lot of good things about. They are a really good band, and I think that you should buy this tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

**WAR - The Lucid Nightmare**

I got this tape from my local WASTE RECS, and I think that this tape is not very good. I don't know what you should do, but I think that you should buy a new tape. This is a very good band, but you just have to listen to them. Just listen to them, and then you will hear the difference.

---

**NECRONAUTA**

After their previous tape "The Mutilation of Death", this Spanish band released another demo, this time a more experimental and improvised version of their earlier material. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued.

**HUMAN WASTE**

After their previous tape "The Mutilation of Death", this Spanish band released another demo, this time a more experimental and improvised version of their earlier material. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued. The style is more experimental, and the band has added some new elements to their sound. The music is a little bit more complex and experimental, but it's still a good track. Overall, the band has improved and continued.